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ABSTRACT

3D structure improves capacity and performance of NAND flash memory,

however, new structure of device caused unexpected problems especially in 

device reliability. One of the most critical reliability issue of NAND flash 

memory is data retention. At the gate stack type 3D NAND structure, NAND 

cells sharing storage layer and trapped charges in target cell (TC) storage layer 

are able to migrate to the both side cells (SC). Migration of trapped charge

critically affects reliability characteristic of NAND flash memory. Most 

researches focus have been on decrease of threshold voltage (Vth) of TC during 

data retention test. While with multi or higher level operation, both SCs Vth

could be set as much higher than TC Vth. In this case, trapped charges in storage 

layer of SCs migrate to the TC region and the migration could be dominant 

mechanism of data retention at the initial state of device operation. To analyze 

trapped charge migration at the 3D NAND flash cells, we conducted retention 

simulation. For the simulation of electron migration from SC to TC region, SC 

Vth is set up much higher than TC Vth and the charge centroid is controlled to 

locate in the storage layer. Using the trapped charge contour data at each time 

step of retention simulate, we analyze the effect of trapped charge migration on 

the change of the TC Vth. We confirm the results of simulation by retention tests 

at the 3D NAND flash memory device. To reflect various operation conditions of 
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multi or higher level operation, we set up five test patterns. Difference between 

TC and SC Vth affects trapped charge migration and change of TC Vth during 

retention test. Tunneling of charges is changed by TC Vth level but minimized at 

the retention tests to analyze the effect of migration dominantly. Finally, we 

conducted temperature split retention test at the test cases that TC Vth increases 

and decreases. Because the trapped charge migration and tunneling are affected 

by bake temperature, change of TC Vth should be analyzed at various 

temperature condition for the memory device reliability.

Key word: 3D NAND flash, multi-level operation, trapped charge migration, 

retention, cell Vth

Student number: 2015-20927
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1. Introduction

For the increase of requirement in speed, integration and performance of 

device, NAND flash memory has many changes in many respects through 

generations. 3D structure is one of the most critical change of the NAND flash 

memory technology and capability and performance of device are extremely 

improved. In the beginning of development, various 3D structure are proposed 

but latest commercial memory devices adopt terabit cell array transistor

(TCAT) or bit cost scalable (BiCS) structure. [1, 2]

However, new structure and material of device often cause unexpected 

problems. Performance or yield of device are controlled in the device 

development step but it is not easy to predict the reliability of new generation 

devices. Especially, the NAND flash device has many different layers and 

complicate structure for the integration and so, has various reliability problems. 

Most reliability issues are mainly due to traps and migration or tunneling of 
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charge. These traps and charges cause instability of NAND flash cell Vth, 

swing, string current, endurance, data retention and read disturb. At the 3D 

structure NAND flash memory, new materials and more complicate process 

flow and structure make worse some reliability problems than conventional 2D 

devices. 

One of the most critical reliability issue of 3D NAND flash memory is 

retention. [3] Retention is a reliability test item that analyze the movement of 

charge at storage layer during typical time after program operation. At 

conventional 2D NAND flash memory, data retention mainly occur due to the 

tunneling of charge through tunnel oxide (Tox).  At the 3D structure charge 

trap flash (CTF) device, trapped charge migration in the silicon nitride storage 

layer is dominant mechanism with tunneling. [4, 5] Different from 2D 

structure, 3D NAND flash memory cells sharing storage layer and thus trapped 

charge migration to SC region during data retention time. Therefore, retention 

of 3D NAND device is affected by not only TC Vth but also SC Vth. For this 

reason, operation mode of NAND flash memory should be considered too. To 
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improve device density, more than one bit are presented by single cell at multi-

level operation mode. In this case, cell Vth level separated more than two 

levels and as operation level increase, high cell Vth is much bigger than low 

cell Vth. When SC Vth is much bigger than TC Vth, the effect of SC trapped 

charge migration on TC Vth change is critical and it should be analyzed

precisely. 

In this work, we conducted device simulation and test to analyze

trapped charge migration and change of TC Vth during data retention of 3D 

NAND flash device at multi-level operation condition. Various test patterns 

are set up to analyze the effects of the difference between TC and SC Vth on 

the migration of trapped charge. Finally, we conducted temperature split test to 

confirm the temperature dependency of the trapped charge migrations and the 

TC Vth change.
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2. Data retention at NAND flash memroy

2.1. Retention mechanism

Retention of NAND flash memory is the ability of device that maintain 

the stored charge at storage layer after program operation. This is the most 

critical characteristic that affects the device life time and important reliability 

test item. Main mechanism of conventional NAND flash data retention is 

tunneling through Tox as shown at Fig. 2.1. Tunneling can be classified as 

direct tunneling (DT) and trap assisted tunneling (TAT). At DT condition, 

electrons at conduction band of Si3N4 are tunnel through the whole energy 

barrier of Tox. DT is dominant at initial state of device operation but not 

critical for the change of cell Vth at conventional NAND flash memory. After 

thousands of program/erase (P/E) cycle, however, many defects are generated 

in Tox and TAT become dominant mechanism. In this case, tunneling of 

electron is much easier than DT and critical for device reliability. At tunneling 
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mechanism, electrons move only from storage layer to channel direction and 

cell Vth always decrease after data retention test. 

Migration of electrons inside of Si3N4 is another dominant mechanism 

with the tunneling phenomena at 3D structure CTF NAND flash memory 

device. Movement of charge in the Si3N4 layer is governed by Poole-Frenkel 

model as shown at Fig. 2.2. Si3N4 has many trap site at initial state and capture 

and emission rate are changed by internal potential or temperature condition. 

Therefore, migration of trapped charge in storage layer of 3D NAND flash 

memory is governed by this model. At 3D NAND structure, stored charge can 

move not only to the channel but also to the SCs. It means that TC Vth

decrease with outflow of charge but could be increase with inflow of charge. 

Of course, because tunneling of charge occur simultaneously during data 

retention, migration of charge distinguished well at the initial state of device 

operation that the effect of tunneling is negligible. 
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic diagram of direct tunneling (DT) and trap assisted 

tunneling at NAND flash memory device

Fig. 2.2. Schematic diagram of Poole-Frenkel model at Si3N4 layer

(D

(TA
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2.2. Structure and operation mode dependency

Reliability characteristic can be changed by material, structure and 

operation mode. Different from 2D floating gate device, 3D NAND flash 

device such as TCAT and BiCS adopted CTF memory structure and Si3N4

storage layer. Therefore, tunneling and Poole-Frenkel model are used for the 

analysis of data retention characteristics of 3D NAND flash memory. For the 

2D and 3D memory device structures, direction of electron movement should 

be defined exactly. Conventional 2D floating gate device and movement of 

electrons during retention are presented at Fig. 2.3. Directions of electron 

movement are defined as parallel-to-channel (PC) direction and vertical-to-

channel (VC) direction. At 2D floating gate device, trapped charge can move 

only VC direction by DT or TAT mechanism and because there is no inflow of 

charge during retention, TC Vth cannot increase. Fig. 2.4 shows PC direction 

trapped charge migration and VC direction tunneling during data retention of 

3D NAND flash memory. VC direction tunneling of 3D NAND device is 

governed by both tunneling and Poole-Frenkel mechanism and PC direction 
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charge migration is analyzed by Poole-Frenkel model. Because 3D NAND 

cells sharing storage layer, however, PC direction trapped charge migration is

also affected by the difference between Vth of TC and SC. When SCs are not 

programmed, trapped charge of TC move to the VC direction by tunneling and 

PC direction, to the SC region, by Poole-Frenkel effect. When TC and SC are 

programmed as same Vth, migration is negligible and tunneling is dominant 

mechanism of retention. In these cases, Vth only decrease by retention and is 

not different from conventional retention in the point of the decrease of TC Vth. 

At single level operation NAND cell has only two states which are the

program or erase states and then difference of Vth is not so big. Therefore, 

trapped charge migration from SCs is not critical for the change of cell Vth. At 

multi or higher level operation mode, however, difference of Vth could be 

three or four times bigger than single level operation. Fig. 2.5 shows the 

distribution of cell Vth at each NAND flash operation mode. When the number 

of bit per single cell is n than the number of cell Vth is 2n and as operation 

level increase, maximum value of the difference of cell Vth is increase too. It 
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means the effect of trapped charge migration on the change cell Vth is more 

critical at higher level operation mode. As we said before, TAT become 

dominant as P/E cycle increase, and thus the effect of trapped charge 

migration from SC could be set off by tunneling charge. On the other hand, at 

initial state of device operation, tunneling charge is negligible and TC Vth

increase by migration charge from SCs when SC Vth is much bigger than TC

Vth. Because the difference of each program state Vth at higher level operation 

is very small, increase of Vth that caused by the trapped charge migration

could be critical to the device reliability. Therefore retention tests with various 

cell Vth patterns are required to analyze the effect of trapped charge migration

on the change of the TC Vth.
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Fig. 2.3. Schematic diagram of 2D floating gate NAND flash cell and VC 

direction tunneling during data retention

Fig. 2.4. Schematic diagram of 3D CTF NAND flash cell and VC direction 

tunneling  and PC direction migration during data retention
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Fig. 2.5. NAND cell Vth distributions at multi and higher level operaiton mode
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3. Trapped Charge Migration Analysis using 

Device Simulation

3.1. Introduction

NAND flash device has many layers which have many kinds of traps 

and trapped charges. Especially in the storage layer, trapped charges move to 

various direction by various physical mechanism and these movements of 

charge play an important role in the data retention of the NAND flash memory.

However, because various movements occur simultaneously, it is very hard to 

analyze the each movement of charge separately and precisely. Using device 

simulation, we can characterize the typical movement of charge during data 

retention at specific test case. In this work, we analyze the test case that SC

has much bigger Vth than TC using device simulation. Simulation tool is 

Sentaurus of Synopsys Co., Ltd. and NAND cell charge centroid is controlled 

for the retention simulation.  
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3.2. Simulation Device Structure and Program 

Simulation

Fig. 3.1 (a) shows device structure for the program and retention 

simulation. Because calculation and simulation time extremely increase at 3D 

device structure, we used 2D device structure with cylindrical coordination to 

simulate gate all around (GAA) structure. Simulation structure has three word 

lines (WL), source select line (SSL) and ground select line (GSL). SSL and 

GSL are placed at the top and bottom of the device respectively. We used SiO2

layer for the tunneling oxide (Tox) and blocking oxide (Box) and Si3N4 layer 

for the storage layer. Channel of 3D NAND flash is poly silicon and metal 

gate material is tungsten. Length and thickness of layers have arbitrary unit. In 

this simulation, SC (WL0, WL1) Vth is set as much bigger than TC (WL1) to 

analyze the test case that cell Vth increase by data retention. WL1 is 

programed first and WL0 and WL2 are programmed sequentially to reflect real 

device operation. 
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Trapped charge contours after each program operation are shown at Fig. 

3.1 (b). WL0 and WL2 region storage layers show higher charge density than 

WL1 region. Space region between WLs shows very low charge density before 

data retention simulation.

         (a)                                  (b)

Fig 3.1 (a) Device structure for program and retention simulation and (b) 

trapped charge contour after sequential program operation
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3.3. Characteristics of Charge Centroid at Programmed 

3D NAND Flash Memory Cells

Charge centroid characteristics of the NAND flash cell have been 

reported by recent several works. [6, 7] Past researches represented that 

charges are trapped at Tox side first and trapped charge density decrease as the 

distance from Tox is increase. However, some charges are not able to trap at 

Tox side and move to the Box side because of the trap and emission rate of 

Si3N4 layer's trap sites as mentioned at Poole-Frenkel mechanism. And then 

charge centroid that the lowest point of trapped charge density is located at 

near the mid of storage layer instead of block oxide side. In this work, for the 

retention simulation we controlled charge centroid of NAND cells using some 

physical parameters. When the lowest point of trapped charge density is 

located at Box side, cell Vth is hard to increase by data retention. If trapped 

charge at Tox side migrate to the Box side then cell Vth decrease. Because the 

effect of this VC direction migration is bigger at WL region than space region, 

the change of cell Vth by PC direction trapped charge migration is set off. To 
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exclude these effects from our works, as shown at Fig. 3.2, charge centroid of 

programmed cell is located at inside of the storage layer. Trapped charge 

contour and charge centroid location are different between TC and SC, and 

these characteristics have critical effects on retention simulation. 

Fig. 3.2. Trapped charge contour and charge centroid characteristics at target 

and side cells
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3.4. Trapped Charge Migration Analysis at Retention 

Simulation

3D NAND flash retention simulation is conducted with programed 

devices that set up at previous sections. Every terminal are grounded during 

retention simulation and retention temperature is 150℃. Device characteristics 

are extracted at 1K / 3K / 10K / 30K / 100K / 300K sec retention time steps. 

To confirm the PC direction trapped charge migration precisely, the VC 

direction electron tunneling is minimized during retention simulation. [8]

Trapped charge contours after 1K, 10K and 300K sec retention 

simulation are shown at Fig. 3.3. As retention time increase, trapped charge 

migrate to PC direction and trapped charge density of space region is increase. 

Y and X cut data is used to analyze the distribution and change of trapped 

charge density follow VC and PC direction respectively. In the WL region, Y 

cut data shows similar characteristic at various points and data of center point 

represent the distribution of WL. And so, Y cut data is extracted at the center 

of WL 1 and WL0 for the analysis. However, X cut data cover whole WL and 
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space region and typical point data cannot represent the characteristics of 

trapped charge distribution at retention simulation. Therefore, we extracted X 

cut analysis data at various X points and used average value of data sets for 

the analysis of PC direction trapped charge migration.

Fig. 3.3. Trapped charge contours after 1K/10K/300K sec retention simulaiton
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Fig 3.4 (a) and (b) show the change of trapped charge density at the TC

and SC respectively. At the TC (WL1), as retention time increase trapped 

charge density decrease at Tox side and increase at Box side. However the 

change of charge density is very small and thus, the effect on cell Vth is not 

critical. On the other hand, at the SC (WL0), trapped charge density decrease 

dramatically through the entire region of storage layer. Different from the TC

region, there is no increase of charge density in the storage layer of SC and it 

means that trapped charge migrated to the outside of SC region. 

Average data of trapped charge density that extracted various X cut data

is represented at graph of Fig. 3.5. As shown at the characteristics of each WL 

region, charge loss is much larger at the SCs than the TC. And the graph 

shows the change of charge density at space region between WLs too. As 

retention time increase, the charge density of space region is increase and it is 

the result of the trapped charge migration from SC region. On the other hand, 

at the WL1 region, charge density unchanged after retention simulation. 

Consequently, Vth of target cell is increase during data retention simulation as 
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shown at Fig. 3.6. As we expected, when SC Vth is much bigger than TC at 3D 

structure NAND flash memory, TC Vth increase because of the trapped charge 

migration from SC during data retention time. 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.4. Trapped charge density at (a) TC (Y1 cut) and (b) SC (Y2 cut) at 

initial and 30K/100K/300K sec retention simulation
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Fig. 3.5. Trapped charge density of each WL region (X cut) at initial and 

30K/100K/300K sec retention simulation

Fig. 3.6. Change of TC (WL1) Vth at each retention simulation step
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4. Data Retention Tests with 3D NAND Flash 

Memory

4.1. Introduction

Retention characteristic of NAND flash memory is affected by structure, 

material and operation conditions. And the change of cell Vth is the result of 

the movement of charges that governed by the various physical mechanisms.

Each mechanism can be analyzed by device simulation, however, the result of 

simulation should be cross checked by the test in real devices. Even though the 

result of test is not matched exactly with the simulation result because of the 

difference of physical parameters between test and simulation structures, at the

typical test condition, we can analyze the characteristics of dominant 

mechanism. Test device is fabricated for the retention test of the 3D NAND 

flash device and quite different with commercial devices in structure and 

integration. Product level test is required to solve reliability problems that 

reported from consumer marketplace. However, operation and test mode of 
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consumer product is very limited and it is hard to analyze physical mechanism 

of device reliability with various test conditions. Thus, device level simulation 

and test are essential for the fundamental analysis of device reliability. Test 

element group (TEG) of 3D NAND flash test sample has high flexibility for 

the various voltage and current conditions at each terminal. We programmed 

test cells with various Vth level and conducted retention tests at 5 test patterns 

and 3 bake temperature conditions.

4.2. Test Conditions and Patterns

Schematic diagrams of test device structure is shown at Fig. 4.1. Three 

WLs are used for the retention test and test cells have various level of Vth to 

analyze trapped charge migration at retention test. Five test patterns (LLL / 

MLM / HLH / LML / LHL) are set up as shown at Fig. 4.2. L, M and H mean 

low, mid and high level cell Vth respectively. LLL pattern is reference test 

pattern and all the cell Vth set up as low level. MLM and HLH are test patterns 

to analyze the effect of SC Vth on data retention. At these patterns, SC Vth is 
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bigger than TC Vth and TC Vth increase by trapped charge migration from SC 

during retention test. LML and LHL are test pattern for the test case that TC 

Vth decrease during retention test and TC Vth is bigger than SC Vth. Similar to 

the retention simulation, to exclude the effect of VC direction tunneling, test 

devices have no P/E cycle before the retention test. Temperature condition for 

Vth measurement and retention is 25℃ and 150℃ respectively and cell Vth is 

extracted by constant current method. 

Fig. 4.1. Schematic diagram of test structure for the 3D NAND retention test
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Fig. 4.2. TC and SC Vth level of 5 test patterns (LLL / MLM / HLH / LML / 

LHL)
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Trnasfer curves of MLM and HLH patterns, after cell Vth targeting by 

program operation, are represented at Fig 4.3 (a) and (b) respectively. 

Temperature condition for program operation is 25℃ and pulsed program 

voltage is engaged for the cell Vth set up. As metioned at device simulation 

part, TC Vth set up  firstly and side cells are programmed sequentialy. As 

shown at graphs, TC has low level Vth and SCs have same mid and high level 

Vth at MLM and HLH pattern respectively. After program operation, transfer 

curves have not shown any change of subthreshold swing (SS) but parallel 

shift to right. It means that SiO2 and Si3N4 interfcace damage of the NAND 

flash cell is not critical without P/E cycle. As SC Vth increases, read current 

decrease but the change of current is negrligible and not critical for the 

retention characteristic of NAND flash device. Each cell Vth is extracted by 

constant current method as same as at devic simulation.
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  (a)

   (b)

Fig. 4.3. TC and SC transfer curves of (a) MLM and (b) HLH pattern
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4.3. Retention Test with Various Test Patterns 

Retention tests are conducted at five test patterns that each cell Vth set 

up as various multi-level operation conditions. Test devices are baked at 150℃

and cell Vth is measured at 25℃ and the time step of retention are 500, 1K, 2K, 

5K, 10K, 20K, 50K, 100K and 500K sec. SC and TC Vth are extracted at each 

retention time step. More than 15 samples are used for the retention test per

each test pattern and the final result of retention test is extracted from the 

median value of raw data. Fig 4.4 (a) and (b) show the test results of HLH and 

LHL pattern that have the biggest difference of Vth between TC and SC. As 

expected and confirmed at device simulation, TC Vth increase when SC Vth is 

bigger than TC Vth. And at the opposite condition, TC Vth decrease during 

retention test due to the migration and tunneling of trapped charge.

Fig. 4.5 shows the schematic diagram of trapped charge migration at 

retention test of HLH and LHL pattern. Trapped charge of SC migrate to the 

TC region at HLH pattern and vice versa at LHL pattern. These characteristics 
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are same to the result of retention simulation and confirmed by the retention 

test. 

Retention test results of HLH, LHL and LLL patter are shown at Fig. 4.6. 

TC and SC Vth are same at LLL, and thus the effect of PC direction migration 

is negligible and VC direction tunneling is dominant mechanism of retention.

However, the change of TC Vth at LLL is very small in comparison to HLH 

and LHL pattern because the retention test samples have no P/E cycle to 

minimize electron tunneling. Therefore the effect of VC direction tunneling on 

the result of data retention is negligible for the all test cases. At the results of 

LHL and HLH, change of Vth shows opposite direction clearly. VC direction 

tunneling of TC is proportional to the TC Vth level and so greater at LHL than 

LHL. And at the HLH pattern, VC tunneling set off the effect of PC direction 

trapped charge migration. Nevertheless, changes of Vth at HLH and LHL 

patterns are similar and it means PC direction trapped charge migration is the 

dominant mechanism of the retention tests.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.4. Results of data retetntion test at (a) HLH and (b) LHL test pattern
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Fig. 4.5. Schematic diagram of trapped charge migration at HLH and LHL 

pattern during retention test

Fig. 4.6. Retention test results of LLL, HLH, and LHL pattern
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4.4. Voltage and Temperature Dependency of Data 

Retention Tests

At the multi-level operation of NAND flash memory, NAND cells have 

various levels of Vth, and naturally the difference of Vth between TC and SC is

various too. PC direction trapped charge migration is affected by the 

difference of Vth between TC and SC and thus, this characteristics should be 

analyzed to predict the worst case of data retention at the 3D NAND flash 

memory. Using additional retention test patterns, MLM and LML, we

confirmed the dependence of data retention on the difference of cell Vths.

Fig. 4.7 shows the retention test results of LLL, MLM and HLH pattern.

When TC Vth is fixed as low level and SC Vth increase from L to H, difference 

of trapped charge density between TC and SC region is increase and it makes 

greater internal field though the WL and space region. Consequently, trapped 

charge migration increases at high level SC Vth condition and change of TC 

Vth increases too as shown at the graph of Fig. 4.7. 
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Dependence on the difference between TC and SC Vth is similar at the 

cases that TC Vth decrease during data retention test. When TC Vth increase 

with fixed low level SC Vth, PC direction migration charge from TC to SC is 

increase too. Moreover, VC direction tunneling is increase by high level TC 

Vth and could affect to the characteristic of data retention. As shown at Fig. 

4.8, LHL pattern shows much greater change of TC Vth than LLL pattern after 

data retention test.

Additionally, we conducted retention test at HHH pattern to confirm the 

portion of VC direction tunneling at the TC Vth change of LHL pattern test. As 

shown at the Fig. 4.8, change of TC Vth is bigger at HHH pattern than LLL 

pattern. TC Vth change of HHH pattern is 18.7 percent of the change of LHL 

and it means that 18.7 percent of the TC Vth change of LHL is the effect of VC 

direction tunneling. Even though the effect of VC direction tunneling increase 

clearly at the high level TC Vth test pattern, PC directions migration is still the 

most critical mechanism of data retention. 
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Fig. 4.7. Retention test results of LLL, MLM and HLH pattern at 150℃

Fig. 4.8. Retention test results of LLL, LML and LHL pattern at 150℃
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High temperature is one of the most critical condition that affect Poole-

Frenkel effect at silicon nitride layer. Therefore, trapped charge migration and 

change of TC Vth at retention test are affected by the bake temperature too. 

Because latest electronic devices are used at various temperature condition, 

temperature dependency is critical for the device reliability. We conducted 

temperature split retention tests for the analysis of temperature dependency of 

trapped charge migration. 

We used three bake temperature conditions 85 / 120 / 150℃ and most 

critical two test patterns LHL and HLH. As shown at Fig. 4.9, as bake 

temperature increase, trapped charge migration is accelerated and change of 

TC Vth is increase at HLH test pattern. It confirmed again that trapped charge 

migration is governed by Poole-Frenkel effect. Fig. 4.10 shows the opposite 

direction similar results of LHL pattern. More trapped charge migration at 

high temperature retention test. Change of TC Vth at LHL pattern could be 

bigger than HLH pattern because the VC direction tunneling is accelerated by 

high temperature too.  
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Fig. 4.9. Results of temperature split retention test at HLH pattern

Fig. 4.10. Results of temperature split retention test at LHL pattern
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5. Conclusion

In this work, we conducted retention simulation and test at the 3D 

NAND flash memory with multi-level operation. For the simulation of TC Vth

increase at data retention, charge centroid of NAND cell is located inside of 

storage layer and VC direction tunneling is excluded. At the retention 

simulation at 3D NAND structure that SC Vth is much bigger than TC Vth, 

trapped charges of SC region migrate to the space region between WLs and 

trapped charge density of TC region is unchanged. Consequently, we 

confirmed that TC Vth could increase during data retention simulation by 

charge migration. 

These characteristics are confirmed by retention test of 3D NAND 

device. Test devices have no P/E cycle to minimize the VC direction electron 

tunneling and five test patterns are set up for the various retention tests. TC 

Vth is increases by the retention test at the test patterns that SC Vth is bigger 
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than TC Vth and decreases when TC Vth is bigger than SC Vth. We confirmed 

the result of device simulation by retention test and conducted more tests to 

analyze the dependence of data retention of cell Vth difference and temperature. 

At the retention tests with various combinations of TC and SC Vth, we 

confirmed that PC direction trapped charge migration and change of TC Vth is 

accelerated by the difference between TC and SC Vth. VC direction tunneling 

increases at high TC Vth test pattern, however, PC direction is still the most 

critical retention mechanism of retention. Finally, temperature dependency is 

analyzed by retention tests under three temperature conditions. As bake 

temperature increases, change of TC Vth is increases at both test cases that TC 

Vth increases and decrease during retention test. 

Consequently, we confirmed that cell Vth could increase by the data 

retention at the 3D NAND flash memory with multi-level operation. The main 

mechanism of the retention is PC direction trapped charge migration and it 

worse at the initial state of operation. Finally, trapped charge migration is 

accelerated by the difference of cell Vths and high temperature.
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초    록

낸드 플레쉬 소자의 활용성이 증가함에 따라 크기와 속도, 성능에 대한

요구는 점점 더 커지고 있다. 이에 따라 최근에는 대부분의 전자제품에서

이차원 구조의 소자들이 삼차원 소자로 대체되는 추세이다. 삼차원 구조를

적용함에 따라 소자의 메모리 용량 및 성능이 개선되었으며, 동일 면적에

서의 집적도 또한 증가하게 되었다. 하지만, 새로운 구조를 적용함에 따라

예상하지 못한 문제들이 발생하게 되었다. 지금까지 대부분의 연구들은 전

하의 터널링 및 이동에 의한 문턱 전압의 감소에 집중하고 있지만, 삼차원

구조의 낸드 플레쉬에서 다중 레벨 동작을 할 경우 양 옆 셀의 문턱전압이

지정 셀 대비 매우 높게 설정 될 수 있다. 이 때 양 옆 셀 영역의 포획 전

하가 지정 셀 영역 방향으로 이동함에 따라 문턱 전압이 증가 할 수 있다.

본 논문에서는 이러한 전하의 이동에 대한 소자 시뮬레이션 및 소자 실험

을 진행하였다. 시뮬레이션에서는 양 옆 셀의 문턱 전압을 지정 셀 대비

높게 설정한 후 전하의 이동 특성을 관찰하였으며 이에 따른 지정 셀 문턱

전압의 변화 특성을 확인 하였다. 이 때 터널링 효과는 최소화 하였으며,
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프로그램 이후 각 셀의 전하 밀도 중심점은 저장막질 내부에 위치하도록

설정하였다. 동일한 결과를 실제 소자에서 확인하기 위하여 삼차원 낸드

플레쉬 소자를 사용한 리텐션 테스트를 진행하였다. 5 개의 테스트 패턴을

설정하여 시뮬레이션과 동일한 조건을 포함한 다양한 동작 환경에서의 리

텐션 특성을 확인하였다. 특히 지정 셀과 양 옆 셀의 문턱전압 차이를 변

경 시켜 포획 전하의 이동에 미치는 영향을 확인하였다. 마지막으로 3 가지

온도 조건에서의 리텐션 테스트를 진행하여 소자 사용 온도가 포획 전하

이동 및 리텐션 시 지정 셀의 문턱 전압 변화에 미치는 영향을 확인 하였

다.

주요어 : 삼차원 구조, 낸드 플레쉬 메모리, 포획 전하 이동, 리텐션

특성
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